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LECTURE I

INTRODUCTORY :: CULTURE AND CIVILIZATION
I t is a great privilege to have been called upon to deliver a series
of lectures under the auspices of a University so well-known for the
high standard of learning which it has maintained throughout the
course of its history. I shall cherish the honour all the more deeply
for the reason that the University at whose .call I find myself here this
evening is my own dear old alma muter. I am grateful to the University
authorities for the opportunity they have given me to come back to my
alma muter 45 years after I had left its portals to render an account
of what I have thought during this long interval on the problems
covered by the subject assigned to me. The call I may add has a special
personal significance to me, since my discourses are to be associated
with an endowment established to preserve the name of a dear friend
of my youth, Muhammad Ismail, son of Dr. Muhammad Osman.
There are here before me a number of friends of my college days
who know how deep was the affection which subsisted between me and
the departed friend. I t therefore gives me a sense of earnestness
to speak on a subject which was of special interest to him and on which
we used to hold youthful discussions in days which are now no more.
The subject of my discourses is entitled ."Principles of Islamic
Culture. " These will deal with the values of life which Islam
recommends for man and the manner of implementiiig them in order
that he might live at peace with his ownself and a t peace with his
world of external relations, even as the term 'Islam' signifies. A study
of the& values resolves itself into a study of Islam as a cultural force
operating asafactor for civilization. This being the aim of my lectures,
it becomes necessary for me to make clear to you a t the very outset
what exactly I mean by the term 'culture' and what relation it should
bear to the term, 'civilization'.
The term, 'culture' is a much abused term, even as the term,
'civilization', and an endless variety of definitions of it have been
advanced from time to time. A number of these have identified culture
exclusively with one or other of the several aspects of its manifestation.
Some have laid undue emphasis on only a few of the ingredients which
compose it to the neglect of other ingredients. Some there are which
advocate rather aggressively this or that culture as normative and press
it for acceptance on all hands. A good many have confused the term
8culture' with t h e term ccivili~*ihi'. I do not therefore propose to

invoke any of these ready-made definitions in ortlcr to explain to you
the cultural process immanent in Islam and in what manner it may
serve as a factor for civilization. I would rathcr invitc you to follow
the way of common sense, and that is to make a direct approach to the
term 'culture' itself and ask of it what exactly it means in tile context of
human life.
Etymologically, the word means "cultivation Iof the fluman mind
or its improvement by training. " The mind is thus rne mainspring
of culture; and it follows that as the mind is so its expression or the
culture which it generates, or throws out or shapes. Culture in this way
becomes synonymous with life or its activity, both inward and outward,
whether that life be of an.. individual or of the class.or group to which
he belongs. In its group aspect, it marks a distinct attitude common
to the entire group, and manifests itself in their language and literature,
in their art and philosophy, in their customs, manners,, laws ancI modes o.f
worship and obsequies. In a word, it represenits their m~entalget-up. It is
this which distinguishes one culture from anot3er and f rom which. flow thle
~eculiaritiesand characteristics of the differc:nt peoples of the Earth.
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:ore, is a t bottom, at its base., ar1 attitude

of mind, a living idea, so to say, which inspires and moulds a people's
life. An idea such as this is in reality an organism, and it lives or decays
and dies according to the vitality which it possesses or its usefulness
to life. I t is this vitality, this staying power for good in a culture,
which determines the scope and duration of its operation. The history
of mankind has witnessed the rise and disappearance of countless
cultures; because they had not sufficient stayin$; power, becausle
the basis on which they rested h
ding value to helman life.
On the other hand, cultures there I
n, thouglh few inI number t
-----L
which have had a longer day or have persisted to live on
rnrougrl
me
vicissitudes of time. And this, because of their greater staying power.
But whatever their length of life, there is this to be observed, as a characteristic common to them all, that while they have lasted, the idea on
which and for which each one of them has lived, has.operated as a religious or almost a religious force. The idea might have been a legacy
of tradition, historical or mythological, or it might have been the result
of reasoning or necessity, or it might have been a part of what is called
Divine Revelation. But it has been there to inspire the activity
of those who have believed in it. And it is in that role that it interests
us as the basis of their culture. If then, it is an idea, a11 ideal, an 'ism'
which ultimately supplies the motive-the basis-for individual and
group activity in its different spheres, it follows that the higher the
AX-
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basic idea, the 'ism' which a culture embodies or reflects, or the higher
its usefulness to life,-and that is the test of its vitality-the higher
and the more lasting its influence on mankind. I t is why cultures
which have been based on certain verities of rife, or. have satisfied certain universal moral or spiritual laws of life, have had a longer day of
operation.
In societies where this truth is not understood in its proper
perspective, the term 'culture' is at times confused with the term
'refinement
In this indifferent or popular sense, the term 'culture'
stands for the fashion of the day, primarily in the externalia of lifein dress, in drawing
- room manners, in material amenities of living,
in recreation of diverse forms catering for the senses, and in similar
signs of seeming or outward polish. But such a condition or state may
not necessarily argue a refined state of mind, the hall-mark of true
culture. " One may smile and smile and be a villain ", says Hamlet,
and he draws attention to what should not pass for ' culture '.

'.

Before I proceed further, let me make clear to you what I mean
by another term which we have to use.. I t is the term 'civilization '
Even here, you are confronted. with a variety of definitions advanced
by the protagonists of the difierent types or civinzatlon. I shall simply
let its etymological sense, as in the case of the term ' culture ',make its
appeal to common sense, because it is the common sense view which
inevitably should hold tfie ground.
Etymologically, 'civilization ' means 'perfecting of civil life or
of the relations of men among themselves.' It is in this sense that we
arrange the order of .civilizations. The test is the quality of perfection
attained ; and the higher the quality, the superior the civilization.
This quality is determined by two factors, or rather it is a mixture of
two ingredients capable of blending into each 'other. One is this.
If civil life is to be perfect, it must rzpresent organized social relations
based, 01, CIIJ one hana, on an adequate production of the means
of giving strength and happiness to society and, on the other, on
an equitable distribution amongst individuals of the strength and
happiness so produced. This is the primary condition of civilization.
There is another condition which should be fulfilled. Civilization must
also represent a process of perfection of the individual himself, of his
faculties, his sentiments, his ideas' making organized civil life humane
such as may glorify lluman nature. A nation or a social grmp may
have attained a high standard of material progress, and the distribution
of its benefits within its own circle may be equitable; but it may prove
a danger to humanity a t large all the same. Heme it Is that we insist,

in every civilizatilon, on t he prese nce in scm e degree of the second
pality urhich gives to h uman relaltions the touch of humanism. And
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The second quality which I have just referred to as being so indis?ensable to civilization is a cultural strain. But it is a strain which
loes not proceed from every culture. For, as I have already indicated,
:ultures have not all the same vitality, the same abiding value or
usefulness to humanity. Some have been distinctly pernicious ; some,
though by no means pernicious, are yet circumscribed in their scope or
usefulness that they cannot develop that quality of universal humanism
which can give rise to a noble civilization or sustain it. So, if a civilization is to be truly noble, truly great it must for its second quality
incorporate in its texture a cultilre whose foundations lie deep in the
eternal and all pervasive spiritual law of life which has Istruggled
ntity.
through ages to m ould marlkind intc

A civilization worthy ot ~ t name
s
must therefore represent an
organized civil life inspired by a culture which stands for the progress
not only of the individual but of humanity a t large. Where you have
this, or where the two objects are served together, you have a civilization which possesses a universal value for all mankind and is a blessing
to it. On the other hand, where material progress is confined to an
exclusive class or a section oi society or community, or where the
progress, while comprehending the needs of even the entire community,
depends for its sustenance on the continued exploitation of other
communities, you have organised life but no civilization. Again, where
acommunity as a community is in the vanguard of material progress, but
where the individual has no human status or the individual soul is not allowed a free play but is merged or lost in an impersonal mass-soul or masssoulness, even here you have no civilization, however sumpt~
ious the
fare of sensuous comfort p~ovidedto each individual. Or further,! where life
is organized on a heirarchical basis, one layer of society rising above another, each again vertically (livided i~to sections on the basis of birth or
ethnic consideration or rigic1 social exclusiveness, however complacently
as,pect of the entire organization to
satisfying the outward msrterial
-. those profiting by this heirarchical order of life. or however advanced
intellectually or spiritually certain members or sections of such ia society,
you have not merely no civilization but a deliberate negat.ion of it.
s-..
IIGGU ~ U L
Further still, even where a global view is taken of the human ---a
material comfort, and the more advanced corn~munitieseven gratuitously
.. .
offer assistance to the less advancea to raise their standard of living,

the step will not be regarded as a happy state of civilization, if the
doles offered have any strings attached to them, whether open or
hidden, or are meant directly or indirectly to conserve or advance .the
self-interest or self-security of those who offer the doles. The stress,
in spite of any professions to the contrary, will, in actual practice,
be on one's self or own communi'ty and only secondarily, 011 others.
Further, we cannot call it a healthy civilized order where humanity is
divided into water-tight compartments or nations grouped under blocks
or pacts in the name of self-defence, leaving wavering neutrals for the
time being either to wander in their fancied paradises, or to 'eddy about.
in blind uncertainity' and one and all practicing the art o l n:ar in the
name of peace, and thwarting cultural contacts by raising bnrriers
between man and ; man by means of pass-ports, visas, emigration laws
and similar devices. Any united natio-'s organisation formed of such
self-centred units will, despite its professed objective and any spasn~odic
attempts to move towards it, inevitably tend to function as a rendezvous
for mutual espionage.
In none of these or similar situations will you !lave a civilization
in the real sense of the term, because the cultural strain anin~atingall
such organised activities is;not conducive to the welfare of hurnanity
as a whole.
Modern European civilization has, in some of its salient aspects,
spread over the entire globe, and invaded every'sphere of life. I t has
no doubt, contributed immensely to the material progress of mankind
and the physical comfort of the individual. B i ~ in
t the scale of life, its
advantages are outweighed by its disadvantages or the weaknesses
which it has introduced in human life. I t is why this modern civlilization of ours which is blatently European in its colour and texture has
succeeded neither in bringing to man, even in the West, the inward
peace that he needs nor in promoting peaceful relations between man
and man on any lasting basis, the two primary functions whlch any
civilization worth the name has to fulfil.
The protagonists of the European civilization claim that it rests
on very noble ,foundations. They say that it is heir primarily to the
glories of the ancient civilization of Greeoe. In a large sense, it is so.
'?:he cu
But few care to admit that it is heir to its weaknesscs as ;-;!I.
deny that the Greeks through their city state of Athens have given us a
high conception of a democratic life, of a democraq where knowledge
was free and full, where beauty, both in form and thought was superb,
and where the mind of its citizens could reach very high summits?
We have been taught by our universities to call this civilization of the

,

LECTPJRE I1

THE PI

LE OF :MOVEMENT I N ISLAM

In my opening lecture yesterday, I had ventured to suggest that
a civilization worthy of the name should promote a dual objective
the perfection of the individual, and the perfection of society or of
relation between man and man, and that this was possible only where
a civilization was inspired by and rested on a culture which normally
operated for the progress of the individual and the progress of society
a t large.

-

In applying this pricciple to Islam, the question poses itself :
What is the process which Islam recommends for man to achieve such
a dual objective ? In other words, what is the line of action man has
to pursue or the principle of movement one has to observe in life in
order to promote the two objects together? And then, ariscs the
question : Are the two objects ends in themselves, or are they to lead
on to any further or ultimate objective ?
Before we undertake to ascertain the answer which the Qur'an
furnishes to these questions, it seems necessary to know what view the
Qur'an takes of human life and of life in general. I s life worth living
or is one to seek refuge from it ? Is itestatic or is it dynamic ? Is i t
circumscribed by any period, or is it continuously growing from state
to state ? In other words, is the life of man to terminate with what is
called death ",or is it to continue in another state ? I have posed
the questions for tlie obvious reason that the programme of life one
may have to pursue in the present will be dictated by one's belief
in one of the alternatives presented here. If one should believe that
life is to terminate with death, the character of the programme which
such a belief will warrant will necessarily be different from the
programme agreeable to a belief that the life lived on earth is not t o
end with death but has to continue in a new form on yet another plane
or in a new state. Further, if one should believe that he has been
born with a stigma attached to his soul of some sin committed by some
remote ancestor or by himself in a previous birth, the line of action
one will have to assume toward perfection will be yet different from
every other.

'.

New what is the view which the Qur'an takes of human life ? It
divides its course into two broad periods. The first period consists of
two stages. One is the stage of man in the making. This is the stage
of evolution of the human species, o r the stage leading to the emer,
g,(rnce of the Biblical Adam and Eve. The second stage is the stage of

h i s rcproduction aiid ~ ~ ~ u l L i p l i ~ , i t\L'l~;lt
i o ~ ~ .follo\v$ tllesraitcr Irorri
tile cmcrgcncc of thc cllild fro111its r~lotllcr's t~olilL till it grows alyd

crosses the ttlreshoid of death and passcs on into a lurtlier phase uf
lifc, is covered by the second period oi lifc ellvisaged by tIie Qur'an.
In regard to the first of the two stages covercd by the first pcriod,
tlic {jur'an suggests that the bringing into being of Inan was not a
sudden event in creation but that on tlle other hand it was t l ~ c
result of a lengthy process. Says the Quran :

'' He it is who hath formed you bv successive stages ". (\.I. 71 : 14)
" .And it is he who hath created man of water." (Q, 25 : 54)
" And God hath caused you to sprinq forth lrom the earth Eikc a
,plant." (Q. 71 : 17)
ln'respect of the second stage in the first period or of man's
rcproduction, says the Qur'an :
"?hw of fine clay haire we created man: then madc \Ye
tile moist germ a clot of blood; then made the clotted blood
into a piece of flesh, then made the piece of flesh into
bones, and we clothed the bones with flesh ;then broui;lit
forth man of yet another make-bIessed therefore be Gocl,
the Most Excellent of makers." (Q. 23 :*12-14)

" This is He who hath made everything which hc lratli
created in perfect form ; and began the creatio~iof nlao
with clay :
' Then ordaincd liis progeny from germs of lib, fro111
despised water :
Then shaped liim, and breathed of His spirit illto Hiill,
and gave him hearing and seeing and Iicarts ; what t l ~ a ~ i k s
do ye return'?" (Q. '32 : 7-9)
What is noteworthy in this phase of the process is what tlle Qur'an
caiis the " breathing of God's spirit " into man as he emerges from
his mother's womb.
The second period in the life of man begins with this emergence
from his mother's womb and continues after death opening for him a
new phase of existence. In respect of this period and particularly of
what has to follow death; states the Qur'an :

forces of Nature) and the scriptures. and the prophets,
who for the love of God disburseth his wealth to his
kindred, and to the orphans, and the need!?, and the
way-farer and those who ask. and-for redeeming the
slave, who observeth prayer, and payeth the poor-mtc.
and who is of those who are faithful to their engagements when they have engaged in tlneln, ancI endure in
patience poverty. sickness and peril:
;e are they
who are staunch in their faith, and tnese are they who
truly fear t
: 177)
It \\rill thus be S c - r l l c l a a L A = l a l l l ~ o e not
s
IcLlgi~nas an
exclusively personal affair. Religion has to develop the human
mind to spiritualize his activity in what is now-a-day s regard ed
as the :;ecular sphere and thus help him bend his energy or
mo vement i.n life, w,hatever the field of thou,ght and activity, to
su t)serve th e intere!jt of uni ty in lifc?? and ttlereby ac3vance the
cauIse of civrilization.
.LLC~L

In my next lecture, I shall trace the inte!raction I>f the twin
principles of movement and unity in the fie1Id of eth ics as presented by I '

LECTURE IV
ETHICS OF ISLAM
.In the three lectures delivered so far, I have triec
. .
gest that the culture which Islam aims to promote 1s to be a
reflection of the harmony which prevails in .he divine working
of the Universe and has necessarily to conform t~ the twin
principles of Movement and Unity at work therein, one cooperating with the other in a manner conducive to individual
happiness, as well as, to the corporate happiness of mankind as
a whole. It is this interaction which we have now to notice
not merely in the field of ethics as we have to do today, but in
two other major fields of life to be brought under review in
subsequent lectures, the field of economy and the field of polity
or go
Speaking of ethics today, I may at the very outset maKe it
clear to you that the Scripture of Islam, the Qur'an, is essentially a code of human conduct. That is the claim vvhich the
Book itself advances. It is meant to offer 1guidance to those
ivho seek it. The ethical code of the Qur'an differs from
abstract ethics in this that it purports ta possess a religious
sanction for those who choose to follow it, and covers a wider
field of activity than what is envisaged by the latter. This fact
does not, however, divest it of its value to those who may fight
shy of religion. For, however, wide and deep the religious
character of its back-ground, the line of conduct delineated by
the Qur'an is to be endorsed in action by a rational approach
to it, and is on that account a subject for consideration even
by those who may not believe in any established religion, but
who, nevertheless, dislike anarchy in thought and action, and
recognise the need for some standard of conduct to govern their
daily activity. To such it may be told that the essential purpose of the Qur'an is to develop in man a mind the primary
function of which is to enable him to live at peace with himself'
and at peace with his world of external relations, although ia
ling he is to serve a deeper purpose as well.
This wider applicability, which is beyond the purview of
abstract ethics or any exclusively secular concept of life, k

warranted by the notion maintained by the Qur'an that death
is not the end bf life, but that, on the other hand, it is a gateway to a new sphere of life, marking a fdrther stage in the
making of man. " From state to state shall ye, assuredly, be
carried forward" is the vista of possibilities disclosed, and the
life to follow is conditioned by the life already lived. The ultimate purpose is perfection of man. It is this purpose which
has to govern the character of the life one nas to live in the
present. The mind which the Qur'an aims to build is, therefore, to 7~ i e win one sweep the entire course of human life, the
Ipresent ztnd what is to lollow, and treat it as a single entity, and
.. movement accordingly. " Your creation and your
aajust 11s
t," says the Qur'an.
but like a single
resurrecl
7 .

,
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Ane cultural process recomnlerlaea by the Qur'an, as
elready explained in a previous lecture, is summed up in but a
simple directive : " Amanu wa amalas Salihati ", " Believe and
work righteously." The line of action suggested is that one has
IS of cerliain basic truths of life and to see that
to. grow conscio~i
whateve:r one thiinks or cloes is in conformity with them. These
ilI the form of a few doctrinal beliefs
verities are e x p:essed
~
which every Muslim hasi to prof ess and earnest1
lpt to
implement in his activity
-

Firstly, one has to believe in the unity of God, by recognising that the entire Universe, both visible and invisible, and
everything therein owes its existence to one Supreme Being
and is sustained by Him, through certain forces of His creation
styled ' malaik '. As a corollary to this, one has to accept the
idea that the Universe and everything therein are created with
a definite purpose, and that this purpose has a special relevance
to the life of man and implies a specific message to mankind as
a whole. One has, therefore, to believe that such a message Ad-Din,the way of life, as it is called by the Qur'an - has been
revealed, from time to time, in every part of the world and t o
every section of mankind, through godly men styled mursalin"
or message-bearers or prophets, the last in the line being
Muhammad - Peace on him ! - through whom this message
has been re-affirmed in its final form. Lastly, one has to believe
in a life hereafter. The present life is to serve as a preparation for what is to follow. Tine two phases of life are to carry
man further onward from state to state toward perfection.

Such are the fundamental beliefs which one has to entertain in Islam and express in righteous activity. At the cultural
plane, or in the process of implementing them, these beliefs, are
to develop in man a living sense of God to help him live a life
of peace, peace within and peace without, peace in one's own
self, and peace in one's relations with the external world around
him, in order that mankind might live together, in the words
of the Prophet of Isiam, as " a family of God " (Bukhari), or
as " a fold, every member of which shall be a keeper or shepherd unto every other and be accountable for the welfare of
the fold" (Bukhari). To so live is to live in Islam. In other
words, the cultural process in Islam is to develop in man a
sense of inward peace operating for peace among mankind, a
sense of peace which shall keep him company in the life hereafter as well. The stress is on the perfection of the individual
~ught.
through v,rhich thcz perfection of society is
How is this end to be achieved ? Accora~ngto the Qur'an,
man has a dual responsibility to discharge. One is in relation
to himself, the other in relation to his external world. The one
is to acknowledge in thought and action what is styled as "Haq
Allah " or the rights of God in man or what is due to God ; the
other is to acknowledge in like manner " Haq an Nas " or the
rights of the external world of creation or what is due to it. The
former has to express itself in a process of self-development physical, intellectual and moral. In other words, man's piinary
responsibility is to invite God, so to say, exercise His right to
well in the individual and urge him to use properly the balance
in hi nature in all that he thinks and does in life. The idea
in conformity with the Quranic exhortation : " Believers ! If
? help God, God will help you, and set your feet firm."
The
her responsibility lies in developing social conscience and in
iring' for others. This is respecting in one's life and activity
me rights of others. The two terms may as well
styled as
" obligations to one's self " and " obligations to society."
The
two types of responsibilities are not to be regarded as in&vidually exclusive. They are merely two facets of one and the
same attitude towards life, of the same activity proceeding from
it and signify the character of the mind one has to develop. It
is this mind which matters in determining responsibility f ~ r
every human action. "Action rests on motives," says the Prophet,
because motive is an index to the mind or to thc manner in
l t

which the mind chooses to exercise the balance set iq his nature. It is why great emphasis is laid on purity of motives.
And this purity is promoted by a proper exercise of the
" balance " set in human nature by blending the ' Haq Allah '
with the ' Haq an Nas ' or the ' obligations to self ' with the
' obligations to society ', or by identifying one's own interests
with the interests of the world at large.
~rnal-i-~aleh
or righteous work.
The culture of Islam is but an expression of this proccss.
The directive inspiring ' h c process is summed up in the words
o! the Prophet. " Respect the ways of God and be affectionate
to the family of God." The obligations to one's self and the
obligations to others are here laced side by side to form integral aspects of every human activity in life. Whatever one's
role either in one's family circle, or in society at large, or even
in his private closet, one has to be mindful of this dual responsibility. To be so mindful is ' Khair ' or ' good ', and not to
be so mindful is ' sharr ' or ' evil '. The distinction is to be
upheld in every sphere of life's activity - physical, intellectual,
social, economic and political. It is this distinction which
underlies also the principle distinguishing the ' halal ', the permissible or the lawful, from the ' haram' or unlawful or impermissible. The distinction applies to individual, as well as,
to corporate life, and cuts across both Haq Allah and Haq anNas. E:, a %us work in the context of the commandment,
" Believe and work righteously ", has no other meaning for man
cxcept to bear this distinction in mind in all activity, whether
it concerns his own self or his relations with his fellow beings,
or his conduct towards dumb creatures who also are to be included in the family of God. The personal virtues of kindliness, purity, chastity, love, affection, truth, respect for covenants, neighbourliness, tolerance, forbearance, forgiveness,
trustworthiness, justice, mercy and the like are not mere luxuries to be indulged in a t convenience but are qualities which
have to be cultivated in the interests of one's inward peace and
of peaceful relations between man and man. And the opposite
qualities such as falsehood, and all the weaknesses .of the
tongue, and suspicion and jealousy, hatred, hard-heartedness,
indecency, fornication, adultery, dishonesty, treachery, deceipt
and hypocricy, spite, defection, unfaithfulness, intolerance, and
racial and religious prejudice and exploitation of the weak,

urhich wonk for t'he disint:egration of society, are regarded Ey
I:slain not only as vices b~~t as positive sins, and are therefore
-'..,.-....
____.to be su-er~uouslv
nu1 .__
ine.relv
avoided. but. firmlv discounten
^I

Such is t!~e wide interpretation given by the ~ u r ' a nto
Amai-i-Sale!, or righteous war!; - work that helps man to live
at peacc with himself and at peace with his fellow beings and
t h e rest of creation. To so live is to live in Islam which itself
means ' Pcal:c ' - peace, realized in the devotion of all our
fnc-ulticsto the Will ol' God which is nothing but the law of life
tlevised in Ifis infinite goodness t o work for harmony ii: life.
The d u t y of -Nan is to see that every little act of his confonns
.ti) this law of harmonious living.
That is devotion to the
highest in life or devotion to God. Directs the Qur'an : " Say :
Verily irly prayers, and my sacrifice and' my life and my death
are all for Allah " (or the purposes of life fixed by God).
Life ithus vie1~ e d eve
, ry actior1 of manI assumes a spiritual
.
signihcnnce. It is this significance which Idistinguishes Amal-i-aleh from every other form of human activity. The spirit
nderlying it, whatever the field of 'expression, the Haq Allah
r Haq-an-Nas, is the result of a harmonious inter-action of the
win spiritual faculties in man - the sense of God, and the
:rise of fellow-feeling. It is this, which supplies the emotional
ackground to the display in every situation of a t h i ~ dfaculty,
le sense of " balance set in his nature" - essentially an intelxtual force - and gives to the resultant action the quality of
ghteousness which the Qur'an speaks of. To pursue the path
f righteousness or of Amal-i-Saleh is in reality to respect tho
'ays of God, the Sunnat-Allah, and to show affection to the
yal Allah or the Family of God. It is along this path that we
~ e e tthe noble order of individuals, the Salehin, the Muttaqin,
ie Sabirm, the Ulul Absar and the Ulul Albab and the rest of
le noble types of men and women mentioned in my previous
lcture trvha form the very salt of the earth. Whenever the
devout Muslim raises his voice in
God to say : " show
us the right path, the path of thos
Thou hz1st blessed,"
it is this path of true righteousne
.mal-i-Sa Ieh that he
desires to be shown, and guided therein.

-

The highest aim which a nation or community has, on the
analogy of the individual, to aspire to is not material or political
superiority over others, as seems to have had a fascination for
ambitious people throughout history. The very idea of a distinction on this basis between one community and another is
excluded from the concept of international life favoured of
Islam, the concept of a " fold" every member of which shall be
n shepherd or keeper unto every other." The criterion of
superiority must lie in the character of the endeavour a community makes to prove truly useful to every other, an aspect
of the Islamic culture which I shall revert to in my last lecture
dealing with Islamic polity. Of all the divine qualities which
man has to imbibe so as to reach this state of mind and promote
for himself peace within and peace without, the quality which
calls for particular attention in the context of human relations
is the quality of forgiveness. The Quran's lays special stress
on the development of this quality in man. This is its perennial theme. Of course, the Qur'an does not call upon man to
love his enemy. That may be unnatural. But it certainly calls
on him to exercise forgiveness. That will elevate him spiritually
and possibly bring the enemy round to the right way of relationship with ' '
'3bserves the Qui'

.

Goc
!vil are not alike Retur n evil with what
+ h n h-4
I . . .w Ihn-...a
is gcvu
you will see thaL
I V I I I aud
thyself was enmity, shall be as though be were a warm
friend. But none attains 'to this except the steadfast i n
~atienceand none attains to it except the most highly
mind!ed. (Q.
.35)
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'me yur'an does not discourage retaliation altogetner. ~ u t
wherever it is permitted, it has done so in the interest of security of life. But it may be noted that wherever such permission is cfiven,
there is always the' rider going with it. that forgiverless is a better procedure and that it is gr;
do good
to thlose who wrong you.
a t all retaliate, then retaliate to the extent that
rere injured ; but if ye can endure patiently, 6est
it be for those who patiently endure. Endure
tnen with patience. But thy patient endurance must
be sought in none but God. (Q. 1 6 : 126-127)
,
IU

,

And whose beareth wrongs with patience and forgivcth
is highmindedness. (Q. 42 : 43)

- this verily

There is no doubt that religion and law have prescribed
puni shment for wrong-doing for the safety of society. This is
necessary. But the thought of punishment is entertained or
tolerated for the simple reason that a lesser evil should operate
as a preventive of a greater evil. That is the object of punishment from a purely religious standpoint. It is a measure of
correction and a sign of mercy. Mercy according to Islam is to
be tempered at times with justice in the interest of a balanced
life, since otherwise mercy may degenerate into morbid senti---tality and result in imbalance and prove injurious to life.
.Hen,ce it is that retaliation is allowed by Islam, although, it
pref ers forgiveness. The Qur'an does not treat ethics and law
as SI
- eparate departments of life.
It treats them together. In
the first place, it calls upon man to develop the talent for forgiveness. In the second place, it keeps open the door for
reta:liation in inevitable contingencies, cautioning, however,
that retaliat:ion should not c
he side
kt
wou Id be delcided injustice.
J11G11

1
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And those who, ,when a wrong is done them, redress
themselves - yet let the recompense of evil be only a
like evil
but he who forgiveth and worketh reform
in the wrong-doer, shall be rewarded by Go(1 HimselIf,
for He loveth not those who act unjustly. ,And the]re
shall be no way open against those who, after beirlg
wronged, retaliate; but there shall be a way open
against those who unjustly wrong others, and act'insolently in the earth in disregard of justice. A grievous
punishment doth await them.
And whose beareth
wrong with patience and forgiveth, t,his veril.y is higlhmindedness. (Q. 42 : 39-43)

-

The emphasis in these verses is on forgi.veness. The doc3r
etaliation is necessarily kept open ; but I;he way to right1e1ousrless lies primarily through forgiveness. l r l e A.
US an aoes
not regard retaliation as a virtue : it calls it a " like evil " ; and
surely an evil can never be a virtue. The door is kept open
for it, lest a greater evil follow. The forgiver is here regarded
as a ' musleh' or one who effects reform in another's life.
'

.-,L

To sum up, the ethical code recommended by Islam, if
observed in the right spirit, is intended to bring to him who
observes it not merely the inward peace that he needs but also
the peace which he needs equally in his external relations, and
pave the way to the development of an integrated personality
for him such as may take him forward, as the Qur'an affirms,
' from state to state ' In the scale of life. Every movement of his,
whatever the field of activity, will then have to represent a
harmonious inter-action of the twin laws of life at work in
nature, the law of movement and the law of unity in life to
which one has to conform for a life of peace and progress, not
merely for himself but for mankind a t large.
But this is by no means an easy task. Yet in the interests
-. . . .
-.
of a n integrated life, both for the individual and human society,
it will have to be pursued. " 0 A.Ilah ! m;~ k eIslam most pleasing to me" is one of the prayers recomm[ended for invocation
bv the Prophet of Islam. A very brief pra~yer! But how great
Is the responsibility which the suppliant is called upon to bear !
Iie is to ask for the path of Islam to be smoothed for him - the
path of Islam which is the path of devotion, of strenuous struggle against evil and of bringing our own will into accord with
the Supreme Will, or of devoting all our talents to the service of
the highest in life. He asks for a life disciplined in the ways
of Allah or the laws intrinsic in our nature working for peace.
It is a duty in the discharge of which few there are who can
claim not to have faltered. Yet, a true Muslim is to ask of God
to make such a trying task most pleasing to him.
'

!his end that eve1r y prayer of Islam is directed.
.. - - .
Every wish expressed therein is to be rooted in the love of God
and has to envisage the wlelfare of one's own self, both material
and spiritual, linked to tht? welfare! of every other. I propose to
---'Iclose my discourse of today
ay reciting in their English translation a few of these prayers as seem to me pertinent to the
occasion. They will give you an idea of the mind which Islamic
ideology aims to build for man : They are all taken from the
I
sin. The rendering i s my own.

-
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0 Allah ! I ask of thee steadfastness in every goodly
pursuit. . I ask of Thee the intent for good action and
the power to thank Thee for Thy benevolence and to

render Thee devoted service. I ask of Thee the tongue
that speaketh truth, and the mind that erreth not and
the gift of true fellow-feeling. I seek Thy refuge from
the evil of everything that Thou knoweth; and I ask
of Thee the good that lieth in everything that Thou
knoweth ; and I seek Thy refuge from every sin of
which Thou hast knowledge. And verily Thou knoweth
all that we cannot know."

" 0 Allah ! Improve my spiritual life, for that is to be
my refuge ; and purify my material life for I have to
live it, and prepare me for the life to which I shall
have to return; and keep me alive till it is good for
me to be alive and call me back when it is good for me
to die. Lengthen my life in every goodly state, and
turn death into bliss before any evil state supervenes."

" 0 Allah! I seek Thy refuge from any wrong that I
may do to others, and from any wrong that others may
do t o m e ; from any harshness that I may show to
others and from any harshness that others may show to
me ; and from any sin that Thou mayst not forgive."
0 Allah ! I ask of Thee a pure life, and a pure death,
and a returning unto Thee that shall not call for reprehension or disgrace."
"

" 0 Allah ! I seek Thy refuge from misleading others,
and from being, misled by others; from betraying
others into error, and from being betrayed into error
by others ; from doing any wrong to others, and from
being wronged by others ; and from drawing others
into ignorance, and from being drawn into ignorance
by others."
And here is an intensely subjective note :

" 0 Allah ! pour light into my heart ! Pour it into my
eyes, and into my fars. Pour it to my right and pour
it to my left. Pour it in front of me and behind me
and give me light. Pour light into my nerves and into
my flesh and into my'blood, and into my hair and into

Verily, God is the sole sustainer ! It is We who apportion to them their subsistence in the life of this world.
(Q. 43 : 31)
The Qu.r'an poi1~ t sout that this function of God is discharged und er a defi.nite plan. Firstly, everything is furnished
close a t hand for every living creature with all that its particular nature demands for its existence in every changing condition. Take the case of man. The moment he takes his birth, the
food that he needs provides itself for him in the exact form
that his condition demands, and is provided very close to him.
The mother, in the intensity of her affection for the new-born
babe, hugs him to her bosom, and at that very place, the child
finds the store-house of his nourishment. And then his graded
needs are attended to by Nature in a manner agreeable to thc
successive changes in his condition.
In the beginning, the
stomach of a child is so tender that a highly dilute,A form 1~f
milk is needed for him. That is why the milk of the mothe.r,
even as among other animals, is very thin to be,'am wim. 7u-u- t
as the child grows and his stomach becomes stronger as time
passes, the milk of the mother thickens; so much so, that as
soon as the stage of his early infancy is over and his stomach
develops the capacity to digest the normal food agireeable 1to
this stage, the breasts of the mother dry up. This is; the sig:n
,---.
of divine providence to indicate! that the child should no longer
depend upoh milk bu.t should
1s of foold.
Says the Qlur'an :
-!Ll.

Wit1I pain his mother beareth him; with pain she
brin geth him forth ; and his bearing and his weaning
cover thirty months. (Q. 49 : 15)
This is the first fact of life to wnlcn rhe Qur'an draws its attention, the fact that everything is provided to every object in a
methodical form peculiar to the nature of each.
Secondly, the Qur'an points out that the things most needed
in life are the things most profusely provided, and similarly,
those needed in particular climes or only in particular situations are given local habitation and are limited in quantity.

my skin, and illto my tongue and into my soul, and
increase my light, and transform me into light, and
surround me with light. 0 Allah Bless me with light."
Sublime as is the aspiration expressed here, Islam requires
the aspirant to transmit the light vouchsafed to him to those of
his fellow beings who may be struggling in darkness.
Hence the invocation, at the society 1(
one oresent mav ioin.

which e\rery-

' 0 AllahI ! Make us guides in the path of I.ife, and keep
1s guide(3 oursehles there?in, neitlier goin1: astray, nor
leading astray."
This is the way to let the law of movement in life subserve
.. . happiness
.
the cause of unity or of unlted
tor mankind.
Tomorrow, I shall trjI to tracce the working of the twin
principles in the field of ~ C ~ , L L U L L ~ ~ as
C S recommended
bv the
Qur'an.
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ISLAMIC ECONOMY
ing today on the economic plan of life recommended
by the Qur'an, I shall have to invite you to trace, even in the
field of econonlics, the working of the twin principles we have
been discussing
the principle of Movement and the principle
of Unity in life. In approaching this problem, we have to keep
in view the Prophet's vision of mankind as a single family, the
family of God, of a " fold every member of which shall be a
shepherd or keeper uneo every other." Under such a concept,
er:ploita ti0in in every form becomes impermissible. This is one
ol the ba: ;ic postulates on which rests the economic order of
!- r - Ior mankind
proposed by the Qur'an. Another basic postulife
te which the Qur'an advances and which we have to keep in
ew is this that " all that there is in the earth and the heavens
?longs to God" who is the head of the family. No plan of
production and distribution is valid in Islam unless it agrees
with this assumption. Man is given the freedom to extract out
of the earth all the good things of life that he needs. But the
stipulation is that all that is produced is to be pooled and made
available to one and all. It should be enjoyed not merely by
those who have exerted themselves to extract the good things
of life from the earth, but by those as well who, for one reason
01
r, are inccapable (>f exertion. The condition is implicit
In
imic concept of r:nankind as but a single family. This
being sc, rhe functlon or maintaining the economy of this family
is to be a joint affair between God, as the head of the family,
on the one hand, and the members thereof, on the other. It is
why the Qur'an makes it definitely clear that it is the function
of God to provide under His scheme of life the means of subsistence for every member of the family, and that it is the function of every member thereof to reach the means so provided
and make use of them in the spirit of thankfulness to the head
of the family by distributing them in a manner equitable to
every member.

-

~ - -

!-
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Referring to the divine part of this responsibility, observes
the Qur'an :

3 e r e is no moving thing on earth whose nourishment
i not on God.
(

And no one thing is there, but with Us are its storehouses ; and We send it not but in settled measure.
(Q. 15 : 21)
With Him, everything is by measure.

(Q. 13 : 8)

The provisions of life thus afforded, Nature is careful
enough to endow every object of creation with a talent appropriate to each, or such as shall enable 'it to reach and make use
of its means of subsistence.'~histalent is styled ' Hidayat '. The
Qur'an refers to several forms of it. Here attention may be
drawn only to that primary form of it which opens out for every
object of creation appropriate avenue of nourishment and which
stimulates its wants and directs it to the means of its satisfaction.
This directing force in its primary aspect, says the Qur'an,
is nothing but the instinctive urge of nature, or the talent inherent in sense-perception. It is this inward force which s e t ~ ates a thing to be drawn to its means of sustenance. The offspring of a human being or of an animal, the moment it is delivered from the womb of its mother, instinctively feels that its
means of sustenance is in the breasts ob its mother and forthwith draws itself to it. The moment it touches the nipple of its
mother's breasts, it automatically starts the process of sucking.
We often see how the kitten, the moment they are delivered,
and even before they open their eyes and the mother is still
'icking at them, rush themselves to the breasts of their mother.
fie infant which has just come out into life and which has not
3s yet benefited by its external world, instinctively realizes that
Lhebreasts of its mother are the store-house of its nourishment,
and promptly reaches its mouth to them. It is its instinct which
guides the infant to its nourishment, before it is guided to it by
its senses.
The next stage in this scheme of direction is that of the
senses, and of the reasoning faculty. The lower animals, though
they do not probably possess the intellect which helps reasonQngand reflection, have in them the talent of sense perception
t o the extent they need in their particular sphere of life and
by means of which they regulate and satisfy their.wants of life,
their needs of habitation, food, reproduction and safety. But

fhis talent in them is not uniform. On the other hand, it is given
to each ir proportion to the demands of its life. The sense of
smell is very acute in the ant, for, it is through this sense that
it has to fetch its food. The sight of the eagle or of the vulture
is very keen, for otherwise, it cannot locate its food from on
high.

The provision of ' Hidayat ' in man takes a higher form. In
addition to instinct and sense perception, man is endowed with
the faculty of reason and reflection. This talent he has to use
not merely in seeking out the provisions of life provided by
Nature, but to make a proper use of them. In his quest for
his means of subsistence, God Himself offers cooperation, if it
is earnestly sought.
Ye believers ! help me, and I will help you and set
your feet firm. (Q. 47 : 8)
In fact, as an earnest of Divine cooperation, states the
Qu

re hath subjected to you all that there is in the heavens
dnd all that there is in the earth: All is from Him.
Verily, herein are signs for those who reflect.
(Q. 45 : 12)
Asks CSod :
lat think ye ? That which ye so
ye who cause its upgrowth or
We cause it to spring forth ? (Q.

-- it

The answer is furnished by the Qur'an
It is God who hath created the heavens and the earth,
and sendeth down water from the heavens, and so
bringeth forth the fruits for your food : And He
hath subjected to you the ships, so that by His
command, they pass through the sea; and He hath
subjected the rivers to you : and He hath subjected to
you the sun and the moon in their constant courses:
and He hath subjected the day and the night to you:
of everything which ye ask Him, giveth He to you ;
and if ye would reckon up the favours of God, ye
cannot count them ! (Q. 14 : 32-34)

cquisition of the means of subsistence in which God
to cooperate with man covers, in the Quranic sense,
every human effort to provide oneself honestly with what are
called the good things of life, and covers every activity aiming
at material comfort, or what is termed in the language of ecooornics " production of wealth
The Islamic plan of economy
n~akes it ()bligatory on every man ta be engaged in some occuI?: ltion for which he is fitted by his talent or aptitude (Musnad ;
" a- 1~ r a n ~ and
)
looks upon idleness with distinct disfavour. It
Ies not approve of even a woman keeping idle at home. " It
ill do her good," says the Prophet, "if instead of keeping idle,
le atleast plies the spinning wheel " (Kunuzul Haqaiq). Islam
lilkewise c!ondemns beggary and parasitism. " I t is better for
Y'3u ", say.s the Prophet, " t o work for your livelihood than to
-- the day of judgement with the scar of beggary ima1Jpear on
ressed on your facev (Abu Dawud). The case of those who
re infirm or are incapable of earning their livelihood stands
,.owever, on a different footing. The case of such people is a
cllarge on the staite. As for the rest, it is the concern of the
st ate to provide opportunities for suitable occupation to every
F ember c,f societjr, and help him or her to produce ' wealth'.
ut the wealth produced is to be distributed in a manner which
la11 preclude the possibility of even a Single member of society
!cling the pinch of poverty. Such is the simple framework of
:onomy recommended for man by Islam.
p:
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of the poor, of those who cannot earn h e i r
.The r
ving through infirmity or old age or for any similar reason,
as been an eternal problem of human society. The utmost that
~ u l dbe thought of prior to the advent of Islam was " charity."
ut Islam would not leave such helpless people to the vagaries
F charity. It gives them the right to a share in the wealth of
le community. Whatever is produced or extracted from the
irth is 'not the result entirely of human labour, asserts the
!ur'an repeatedly. God also has a hand in its production as
ointed out a moment ago. The very forces of nature which
Ian presses to his service are clear signs of divine co-operaon. Goc1 is thu: i a co-worker with man ; in facit, the prime
forker. As co-.cworker, thereforc?, a s h a ~
ery produce
-7: -._ - _ 1.
Ani this the wur-an assigns to
msz ne at God's. alsposa-.
----J
lose who cannot make an independent living of' their own
le nphans and the unprotected widows, the inSm and the
.---I 1 1 -

-

decrepit, the travellers in distress and people who have been
deprived of their means of sustenance or opportunities of work
through natural calamities over which they have had no control, the slaves seeking freedom and the debtors who cannot
afford to pay off their debts. They are all regarded by the
Qur'an as a trust of God, in as much as the maintenance of
every being brought into existence by God is declared to be a
divine responsibility. The Qur'an therefore makes it obligatory
on those who earn or produce to pass on to the state a specific
portion of their savings as God's share to the indigent among
His creatures. The Quranic way of expression is : " Give away
a part of your wealth in the way of God " (fi sabil-lillah) , and
" for the sake or for the love of God " (' ala hub
And
id not
what hath come to you " asks the Qur'an "That :
for the cause of God, 'since the wealth of the he:
d the
Earth truly belongs to God only" (Q. 58 : 10) So great is the
stress laid on this levy called ' Zakat ', that the compulsory
injunction of prayer is always clubbed together with the insistence on the payment of this levy ; so much so, that when in
the time of the first Kalif, Abu Bakr, some of the Muslim Arab
tribes refused30 pay Zakat to the state exchequer, he had to
threaten a ' jehad ' against them till they yieldc '
The care of the weak and the economically depressed members of society is thus a state responsibility in Islam. The
Quranic plan is to afford to every member of a state at least a
minimum of human comfort, for, in the words of the Prophet
the birth-right of " every human being is a house to live in, a
piece of cloth to hide his nakedness, a loaf of breaCT and a jug
of watel " (Tirrnizi)
words meant but to emphasise that
uL a state should be so planned as to allow to
the econullly ,.c
every citizen the opportunity of living a life free from want.
Indeed the principle in its wider application applies to the basic
needs of subsistence of every living object living within the
jurisdiction of man, so much so that Kalii Umar once had to
issue a circular tu a4 the governors under him to be mindful
of this primary duty of the state of securing for every individual life its basic comfort, and observed therein that "even
were a dog should die in some remote corner of the state of
hunger or thirst, he, as head of the State would, on the day of
judgment, be held responsible for i t . dea
serious is the
view which Idarn takes of the responsil
a state in the

.
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~ t t e rof providin,g the. rrleans of subsistt
der its care.

every one

While guaranteeing thus the necessary immediate reliel: to
thc)se who could not make a living of their own, the Quranic
plam allows full freedom of initiative and honest enterprise to
the rest to produce wealth and raise, short of extravagance,
'the !ir standard of living by all legitimate means, while sparing
a xlortion of their wealth for the well-being of the human
S O Ciety at large, and this over and above the payment of 'Zakat'
or compulsory levy that should go to the common exchequer
for the care of those who need greater atterltion than the rest.
'Ph.? Qur'an therefore urohibits all forms of I~LVLAVLLLJC
*exploitati01I in com.mercial transactions, but permits every form of free
enterprise, large or small, individual or collective which has
~---:-*
.
. . I
-- - unsoclal srrlngs arracned to it. Further, as a deterrent to
all
E exploitation or aggrandlisement, the Quranic plan,
ing eve1-y citizer1 the fulllest opportunity of acquirwh
;-.-. .-1.l:-.
$ina- w-zalcl,, I r i1,c, l n c a :b
l r A i i l p w a a t u A r : L W ~wealth to accumulate in
but few hands, and this it does in diverse ways including the
enforcement of a law of inheritance which makes it impossible
for a property left behind by a deceased to go to any single or
ic distribut,ed
v
*"
specific member ofi the dc?ceased's family. *~t
d, sons ;2nd d a u:h~
am ong all near relaltions
wife, or husban~
terc5, mother and father, failling these, collatcera1 nea;r relatioins.
- -.. every
--- -- relationh keep
Indleed, if t he propc:rty is lalrge en01~ g to
in-1aw in cc~mfortnrith the share accruing to him or to her, a
tion of t he prope!rty is rc?cornmen.ded to be willed away "in
Par
.
.- .
.*. . .
way of tiod " (fi sabil-1illah) or for charitable purposes.
I
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orld ", Prof. H. 1L. R. GiE
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'clam still maintains the balance txtween exagger:
posed ec
o the anarchy
mtation of Russi,
P and tE
.
Lommurusm,
16 nas nu& yeL succurriued to the obsessio~i
- -with the economic side of life which is characteristic
of Ipresent day Europe and present day Russia alike.
T t c social ethics has been admirably summed up by
*
Iassignon : " Isla m has tihe merit of standPro
for a very equalitarian concept,ion of the contri. or~* each citizen by titne
I - _ L- IL
Dunon
to tne resources of the
community ; it is hostile to unrestricted exchange, to
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banking capital, to state loans, to indirect taxes on
objects of prime necessity, but it holds to the rights of
the father and the husband and the wife to private
Voperty, and. to commercial capital. Here again it
:cupies an intermediate position between the doctrines
',,
bourgeois capitalism, and Bolshevist communism."Thither Islam ?
the
Fining thLe relatic)n that ,should r
care
to
employer and the employed, Islam takes p: irticular
UPhold the dignity c)f labour', and pl:otect its; intereslts. In the
t h e of the Propht:t, labou:r was of two kin'ds - thca slave, ;and
"
the free. The slaves were mostly composed ot captlves and of
tl:lose who had sold or mortgaged their freedom in moments of
ec:onomic (listress, and had to live a life of great discomfort. The
..,,L,r
t.urned his first attention to them.
PluPlLcl.
This system of
ther thrc~ughouttho
slavery w.as preva lent in (me form
11 part ojF the econ*
tlien knourn world , and wa s such a
- me
1:f.
., , Ll.
A
-1.-.
1
mrc
or
me tiram
znaz iz was
noz posslwle.
ro set it aside at
one stroke. Whait the P:rophet t.herefore attempted was to
humanize the sys:tem anc1 prepar e the ground fc~r its total
abolition.
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!gin witk1, he ma.de the 1iondsmain a mennber of the
his mast,er, and 5Save him several privileg~
es includling
fa
-... - ~ .
the right t u- own
property, and redeem himself if he so chose to.
"Those who happen to be your bondsmen", ran the Prophet's
directive, "are your own brothers. It is meet that he who is
in authority over his brother should feed him with the food
that he himself eats, and clothe him with the stuff that he himself wears. Do not ask him to do a thing which is not physically possible for him to do ; and if such a thing is to be done,
do you yourself assist him in his task." Not merely this, every
means was devised to procure his freedom. For every little
moral lapse on the part of the rich or of those who maintained
slaves, or for every small derelection of
s duty, the
htonement prescribed was the redemptio
slave. And
where the chances of lapses were few, the UIsc: lur one's spiritual uplift was invoked to help the process of redemption for
the slave. "What is (spiritual) ascent ? ", asks the Qur'an,
and itself gives the answer : " It is to redeem q slave." " Nothing
)etter thian to free a slave."
PI leases Gc~ d , "add:; the Prc
,

~~

The cumulative eflect of the Prophetic care lor thc sla3..
was so great that slavery had to lose its sting, and restore the
slave to a place of honour in society. The story of Islam furnishes examples of individuals drawn from the slave class rising
even to the headship of Muslim states. Indeed, one of the loved
companions of the Prophet, Bilal, who had the privilege to call
the Prophet and the faithful five times a day from the Mosque
Madina to ' salat ' and ' falah ', tc the pal;h of ' prayer' and
' progress ' and who was to add to this early morning call
! rider, "prayer is better than slc?ep
- - , t his first " Muazzin "
of Islam, was a redeemed Absssini; In slave.

".

:t .of .eql
The free labourer was
- la1 concern to the
Prophet. " Pay the labourt, ,,,, ,age before his perspiration
dries", was his injunction. He regarded every worker as
' Habiballah ' or ' friend ' of God. (Baihaqi) The story is told
of a labourer who happened to pay a visit to the Prophet. His
hands were deeply darkened and scarred. Asked as to the
cause of this disfigurement, the man said that he worked for his
living in a quarry and had to handle a heavy hammer and a
rough rope. The Prophet looked at him tenderly, and taking
both his hands into his own kissed them, and exclainled :
"These hands will get into heaven! " The entire trend of the
Prophetic directions touching the subject of labour is one of
strict enjoining on the employer to be fair and considerate in
his dealings with the employed and never to be tempted to
exploit his position.

The basic purpose underlying all these arrangements is to
let man use his earnings or his wealth with a steady eye on the
twin obligations enjoined on him by the Qur'an, viz. the Haq
Allah and the Haq a1 Ibad, or obligations to self, and obligations to society. The standard of living recommended by the
Qur'an is not to be expressed in extravagant material comfort
or in self-indulgence. On the other hand, it is to be an expression of satisfaction of the normal material needs of life blending
into the spiritual by foregoing extravagant comfort " for the
sake of God" or for the comfort of the comfortless. That is
"righteous living" in Islam, the only human standard of living
~cceptableto God or the conscience of humanity at large.
Such is the basic principle of the economy which the Qur'an
resires should underlie every plan of economy that might be

-

devised for the wel:fare of ~r
a prir~ciplewllich
at large
disellows (?conomic exploit;
orm,
ant3 unhea![thy
every f
:- +L,
-- ALL.r.l r .lieed
.
competitioil L r l LIE production of wealth, and argue3
of establishing, by the cornmon ccmerit of all the nations of
h e world, a central agent<y to poo11,in a manner fair to each,
their varied resources for tne good of mankind as a whole, and
thereby open the way to the development of mankind in1to a
truly single family or a fold, as the Prophet of IslaLrn term:; it,
" every member of which shall be a shepherd unto every o~ner."
8
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I shall revert to this particular aspect of the economic
problem of human life in my last lecture tomorrow which will
de.a1 with the pri~
nciple of i governlance re
ded by the
Qldan.

LECTURE VI

In today's lecture, the last in the series, I propose to trace
the field of polity, as recommended by the Qur'an, the same
teraction of the two fundamental principles of life, of Movement and Unity, which I have so far tried to trace in the field
of ethics and economy. As I have pointed out, the primary
requisite of any social order which aims to embody in its pro.IWammeof life the two principles in harmonious relation to
ch other is the creation in every member thereof of a mind
qich gives to the world its Salehin, its Muttaqin, its Muqsitin
-_ld Muflehin, its Sadiqin and Siddiqin and the rest who, developing the sense of God in them, work for peace within and
peace without, peace in one's own self so essential to the deveIopment of an integrated life, and peace in one's relations with
le's external world. It is to a band of people wit'h a mincS SO
oulded, the comrades or companions of the Prophlet and tllose
ho followed in their footsteps, that the Qur'an cllose to zrddre'ss the appellation of ' Ummatl.Ian Wa:;ata ', a community
st;anding tnidway between two extremes or,-living a balanced
lif 'e and st3rving as a pattern unto others (wen as the Prophet
The term but denotes tlhe character
as a pattern untcI them.
anizationa1 or corpohich this mind h as to as!sume on
te plane.
I

It wars this Urnmatan Wasata which the Prophet organized
to a state, the 7very first state in Islam, - an organization
L 2 -v.
----. in the fullness of time as a nucleus
nlcn ----w a s mterxuea-1 so aer\re
a world order. When I say that the Prophet organized his
llowers into a state, I do not mean to suggest that this was any
tsic aim of the Prophetic mission. A growing community has
, one stage or other to assume the functic
state where
That I mean
ere was already no state to discharge th
that he had time only to lay the foundarlons or it by giving
,ern the requisite training in righteous thought and living in
1 organized manner, ieaving the task of raising an appropriate
lifice thereon to those coming after, in accordance with their
trying needs and situations. His primary or immediate con!rn was to develop the personality of the individual and equip
im with the talent to live in peace with himself and in peace
with his external world of relations, And this, he did in the
I-L--1-

I-

Ilopc that with the creation of the right type of men and women,
political structure appropriate to the corporate living of such
individuals would evolve itself as a matter of course.

KI

s of its 'birth anc4 its ear ly nourish-.+., ucJ~gnate
am":
this state by any one
of the terims applied to the different forms of government
kn own to history, It was certainly not theocracy ; for here,
there was no sacerdotal caste to exercise political authority
under the immediate direction of God, a form of Government
which prevailed particularly among the Israelites till the time
of Saul. The Qur'an cannot countenance sacerdotalism in any
form. The nascent state left behind by the Prophet did develor), during the regime of the first round of Khalifs, the ' Rashi.
din,
cenaln distinct qualities foreshadowing in practice the
leading aapects of ia politic;sl and economic democraI C Y but
;
in
its attempt to give to its nqethod of governkment a democratic
touch, it would not accept t,he basic postulalbe of m adern demo. .
- .
cracy that the sovereignty of a state vested in its people. The
Qur'an proclaims that the sovereig,nty of tkle Earth belongs to
God and to God alone. For that :same reason, the new state
.-.
-- -1- less a dictatorship,
kould not be styled kingship either, mucn
for, neither the Prophet nor the Khalifs (Rashidin) would
assume a title specifically reserved for God, or claim the right
to dictate. The Prophet had simply to follow, even as every
other member of the organization, the law or regulations
revealed to him from time to time, or as suggested themselves
to him in consultation with his companions. A like attitude
was observed by the Rashidin, although in their attempt to deal
with new situations not covered specifically by either the
Quranic regulations or the practice of the Prophet, they made
a careful use of the principle 'of consultation favoured of the
Qur'an, of regulating their affairs by ' counsel among themselves '. The principle is styled ' Ijtehad.' The body of people
COInsulted 1>y them, the ' S h~ u r a
ity
', wt?re men of know
antd exper ience erijoying 'the confidence 4~f the 1
bhe
' Ijma '.
From
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How then are we to designate a state whose function was
to maintain by democratic methods the supremacy of law, the
'basic part of which as laid down in the Qur'an was regarded as
divinely ordained, in the framing of which its citizens had

t share, but to which in practice they owed sincere or willllegiance as if they had themselves framed it for their good.
The answer is to be sought in the specific purpose which this
basic part of the State law had to serve. From its very nature,
it Wias there essentially to supply a distinctive cultural backgrou:nd or a moral tone to the corporate life of the Ummat or
the :Muslim community. It was against this ideological backgrou.nd that: 311 secular affairs were to be regulated, not by ally
LL^^.
---A:
- .-The
LIIeuI: L ~ L I Cmachinery, but by counsel among its members.
form given to the new state in the time of the Rashidin was no
doub that of a democracy ; but it was a democracy clearly disi-..-,~ishable
.in~i.
in its outlook and responsibility from the earlier
types, the Athenian and the Roman, designed primarily in the
jnterests of privileged classes. The voice of the demos composing the republic of Athens, for instance, had its counterpart
in the " Ijma " or con:sensus of opinion among those who formed
the Arabian republic The difference lay in the sense of responsibility v,rith whic:h the voice of the people was exercised
and the administration of the state was carried on. The responsibility of the people of the Arabian republic in giving their
'asserlt to any act of administration was in the f i s t instance, no
..
d 01~ b tto
, themselves as in Athens, but it was to be coloured and
directed by their responsibility to the law of life revealed
thr ough the Qur'an, in other words, by their sense of an ulti-.I n a c t responsibility to a higher power than themselves, viz.
God, the true Sovereign of their state and the fountainhead of
all t:heir basic law. That sense had to govern the conduct of
+ha '' Shura' or the body of the Khalif's counsellors, and the
uct of the Khalif himself, as of every of Ecer 'of the state
inted by him in every (lepartme!nt of aclministrc tio on.
I

i t

.

.

The new republic of Arabia was thus a republic of Godconscious people and its administration was carried on, in
srrnrdance with the Quranic notions of justice and equity, by
a band of Salehin, by men of known uprighk character, affordh g 1the fullest opportunity to every citizen to live an upright
life. The mere fact that the background against which this
repu blican liiFe was sustained is trace:able to he teachings of a
religion cann ot justify its being designated as a religisous state
- -- . .
.prl
ofessedly secular,
or tl~eocracy. In fact, no state, however
can endure without some sort of an ethical or a spiritual background to its activity. Only, it has to keep the distinction clear
-

between the principles which form the background and the
manner and method of putting them into execution. The latter
is essentially a secular function, whereas the former is there
to give a particular cultural or moral tor
The distinction is implicit in the Quranic vlew or lire which
divides its function into the fulfilment of ' Haq Allah ' and ' Haq
an Nas ', ' obligation to God ' and ' obligation to society.' The
former, the ' Haq Allah ' which is intended to work for purity
of mind and body, is primarily a persona 1 concern of the individual, unless a deliberate public disregarc3 of it should prove a
source of nuisance to others and come under the purview of the
sitate. Th e latter, the ' Ha q an Na s ' or obligation to societY, On
t he other hand, falrms the essentialI jurisdic stion of the state. This
I*ela',es lalrgely to secular affairs and sectilar rela,tionships bctween man and man and 1 ill have naturally to be regulated by
secular means or commonI-sense methods of administration. Thc
" Rashidin" in vtiew of....the nascent stage through which the
' Ummal ' had to pass, did keep a form of patriarchal watch on
the observance of the ' Haq Allah '. But this by no means constituted their office into a spiritual headship of the community.
The Haq Allah and ' Haq an Nas ' were binding on the Khalif
:3s they 7
any other members of society.
M-t
the view which Abu Bakr took of his office aISrst Khallif of thce new st,ate. Sa:
his very first ad dress
t:o his people :
*TAU&

r3

1

C11S

"My fellowmen! I call God to bear me out. I never
had any wish to hold this office; never aspired to
possess i t ; neither in secret nor in the open did I ever
pray for it. I have agreed to bear this burden lest
nischief raise its head. Else, there is no pleasure in leadership. On the other hand, the burden
?laced on my shoulders is such as I feel I have not the
nherent strength to bear and so cannot fulfil my duties
?xcept with Divine help.
ha ve made! me youn leader, although I am in no
may sup1erior to you. Cooperate with me when I go
., ; correct me wnen r e r r ; obey me so long as I
rignl;
iollow the commandments of God and his Prophet ;
3ut turn away from me when I deviate,"

' You

. .

1

-

I
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It was an experiment in democracy which the first Khalif
here promises to embark upon, inspired by an ever present
sense of God in him. But he died within three years of his
to the Khilafat. His work was taken up by ' Umar
a1
a:
geticall~pursued. But even, he had not many years
t o give to the experiment. He was assassinated by a migrant
from Persia in the 10th year of his regime. After him, came
Usman followed by Ali, both of whom were assassinated in turn
apparently as a sequence to partizan rivalry. It is these first
four Khalifs who are styled the ' Rashidin ', the rightly guided.
The period covered by their Khilafat does not occupy more
than thirty years. It is this period which may be called the
period of democratic experiment in 1slamic polity, the spirit
underlying it rising to a climax in the time of 'Umar, and
reaching its final subsidence in the assassination of Ali.
The state was regarded by the Rashidin as a trust from
God to be run for the benefit of the ~ e o p l eas a whole. No one
h.ad any special privilege attached to his person. The Khalif
vvas at be1st the first among equals ; so much so, that when food
a nd cloth had to be rationed in Madina, he had but to receive
his share just as an ordinary citizen. Every man and every
women had the right to question him qn any matter touching
the state affairs. No one was above the law. 'Umar had once
to appear before a subordinate judge to answer a charge. Similarly, Ali had to plead before a court a case of his agciqst a
Jew, and it was the Jew who was awarded the decree. The
economic system of life formulated by the Qur'an laying a s p s
cia1 emphasis on the uplift of the economically depressed under
which a special levy was to be collected from the rich for the
relief of the poor, was rigidly enforced by the state. The
Quranic injunctions governing the status of women as economic
units functioning in their own individual rights, were scrupulously respected and upheld. Security of life and of property,
md freedom of conscience were guaranteed to non-Muslim
ninorities who were styled Zimmi, " The protected of God and
he Prophet." " Beware ! on the day of judgment " . had the
Prophet proclaimed. " I shall myself be the compIainant against
11imwho wrongs a Zimmi or lays on him a responsibility greater
than he can bear or deprives. him of anything. t h a t belongs to
him." ,Indeed, so mindful was he of their welfare that a few
momcats before he expired, the thought of the Zimmi came to

111111. He said : " Any Muslim who kills a Zimmi has not the
slipj~iestchance of catching even the faintest smell of Heaven.
Protect them : They are my Zimmi." In a moment of like
remembrance, Umar, as 11e lay assassinated, exclaimed : '' To
him who will be Khalif after me, I commend,my wish and testament ! The Zimmi are protected of Allah and the Prophet.
Respect the covenants entered into with thsem, and when ntxessary fight for their rights and do not place on them a burden or
responsibility which they cannot bear."
When Jeruss
mitted to the Kh aliph " IJmar," states
t
re Preaching of LTol,,
o ~ ~ l l r Lhe
,
following
Sir Thomas Arnoli
conditions were drawn up :
"

In the name of God, the Merciful1, the Co
late,
the following are the terms of capitulation, which I
Omar, the servant of God, the commander of the
Faithful, grant to the people of Jerusalem. ' I grant
+hem security of .-live.
their possessions, and their
.
lildren, their cElurches, their crosses, and all that
ppertains to thern in their integrity ; and their lands
Lalld to all of them '~llt'ir
religion. Their churches
lerein shall not be impoverished nor destroyed, nor
~juredfrom among them ; neither their endowments,
..or their dignity, and not a thing of their property;
osed
1-15
iall the inhabitants of Jc?rusalem be exp~
tc
e in follo\ving their reli gion ; nlor shall one
of. rnem ne injured."
"
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Adds Arnold :
In company with the Patriarch, ,,,,,,
visited the
holy places, and it is said, while they were in the
Church of the Resurrection, as it was the appointed
hour of prayer, the Patriarch bade the Caliph offer his
rayers there, but he thoughtfully refused saying that
he were to do so, his followers might afterwards
aim it as a place of Muslim worship."
66

In the conduct of war, even as in the other spheres of activity, the Rashidin never Iost sight of humanitarian considerations enjoined by the Qur'an. " The self-restraint of the conquerors and the humanity which they displayed in their cam-

paigns " observes Arnold, " must have excited profound respect and secured a welcome for an invading army that was
guided by such principles of justice and moderation as were
laid down by the Caliph, Abu Bakr, for the 1guidance of the first
expedition into Syria :
" E3e just ; break not
your plighted faith ; mutilate
no:ne ; slay neither children, old men nor women ;
injure not the date palm, nor burn it with fire, nor cut
d own any fruit-bearing tree; slay neither flocks nor
he1rds nor camels except for food ; perchance you may
corne across men who have retired into monasteries ;
leave them and their works in peace."

The State organisation of the Rashidin which certainly displayed in that dark period of human history qualities such as
those of a model welfare state, ' Ummatan Wasata ', might have
grown by now, had it had a free life, into a veritable " fold " of
the Prophet's vision, indeed developed into a world-federation
of autonomous communities, every constituent member
But
whereof being a " shepherd or keeper unto every other
that was not to be. The tragedy of Islam is that this tender
plant was not allowed to grow. It was cyt down by the hands
of its own followers within a few years of the passing away of
the Prophet, and replaced in the very name of his Faith by
varying forms of despotism. But while it lasted, however brief
the period of its existence, it functioned, a t least during its
brilliant moments, consciously as an Ummatan Wasata or model
society.

".

It is not the purpose of my lecture to survey tht: I I I ~ L Fof~ ~
events in the life of the Islamic peoples through the intervening
centuries. The Arab State founded by the Prophet had under
the Rashidin grown into an empire, lending to the office of the
Khalif in post-Rashidinian epochs, in a varying degree, moments
of glory and eclipse, eventually opening the door to the formation of an endless series of principalities and empires lasting
for varying lengths of time. But the fact stands that the
Rashidinian form was an isolated event, and very rarely was
it given the opportunity to develop on its original lines.
Monarchy, in one form or another, benevolent or otherwise,
invariably supported by a feudal sub-structure, was even till

modern times the staple form of a state .among Milslims, wherever found during this lengthy period.
These states had however one-or two redeeming features
about them. The supremacy of the basic law of Islam which,
as I pointed out a few moments back, supplied a specific style
of cultural background to the individual and corporate life of
!.he Muslims, was and had to be maintained even by the most
dominant despots who ever ruled over them. Another feature
which continued to distinguish Muslim society even in the days
of turmoil was the sense of social democracy which Islam had
developed from the very beginning among the followers or" thc
Faith. It is these two assets of Islam which notwithstanding
the schisms to which it was subject, have given a continuity of
existence to Islamic society through the ebbs and flows of their
political history.

.

It is not, however, easy to visualise the future. The ri-- -geographical nationalities among rJIuslims everywhere, and the
individual reaction of each of them to the influences exerted by
the power blocks of the present-day world, have contributed in
no small measurt to a variety of internal tensions in the body
of Islam. These are incidental to the stage of transition. The
genera1 t
ong Muslims, in spite of the medievalism still
fostered among tnem by the Ulama or doctors of religion, is to
march abreast of the times, and in this, the ideology of Islam
of 'saleh' or righteous society, if invoked in the right spirit,
might enable them to give to their polity the stability that it
needs at this hour, and make it a factor for progress and the
peace of the world.
The prospect seems favourable. The world is now marching towards a democratic order of life for all mankind
a purpose so dear to the Qur'an. It has begun notwithstanding the
impediments blocking the way, to socialize the resources of the
earth - another purpose sponsored by the Qur'an. The world
of science is unravelling for man the hidden forces of nature
a
with intense avidity and pressing them into his service
crying call issuing forth and reverberating from every corner
There should, therefore, be no difficulty for
of the Qur'an.
Muslim countries in falling into line with these leading trends
of the modern world. Should they do so with little reference

-

-

their spiritual moorings which, as the Qur'an points out, are
ed in the very nature of m,an, in other words, just to advance
their own interests, unmindful of the world purpose of the
Qur'an, the well-being of a11 humanity, they will go the way
the rest of the world are going and share the consequences. If
on the other hand, they shoul'd evolve for their respective
countries a system of democratic polity which should enable
the ' Salehi? ' or the upright type among their people, to be at
the helm of affairs in every sphere of administration, even as
the Qur'an desires, a polity which shall enable them to cultivate
on the group lane, the sense of God on which the Qur'an lays
its supreme stress as the mainspring of all life-sustaining activity, even as they have to do on the individual plane, in other
words, lay an even emphasis on the ' Haq Allah ' and ' Haq An
Nas ' or obligations to themselyes and obligations to mankind,
they may still develop into an ' Ummatan Wasata ', and serve
as a balancing factor between the exaggerated opposites of the
world of today.
Whether the Muslim countries will follow the ideoIogy
sha~pedfor them by their Prophet now or in the days to come,
's not possible to state with an amount of certainty. But
It 1
the ideology is there. It was meant not merely for those who
followed the Prophet in his time, but for every one who cared
understand and appreciate it. The vision which the Prophet
d before mankind of what they were really meant to be, by
ir very nature, was that of a fold every member of which
war; to function as a shepherd or a keeper unto every other and
feelI himself responsible for the welfare of the entire fold. That
vision is there and I should think it is worthy of consideration
L-"y 'even those who do not profess his Faith. It is a vision of a
denlocracy of a particular type, experimented by his followers
onl:y for a little while in the early days of Islam but which
~ P Te
I r was tried on any scale, large or small, by any nation till
noar. The 1>resent should be a moment of serious introspection
for one andl all. The democratic ideal originally moot& in
-- arm
- - -1
Gre.*eve
which in its historic influence has gone to shape the
poli tical concepts of Europe has had quite an ample time to
denlonstrate its worth. I t has been tried everywhere and still,
it h as not brought man nearer to peace. Evidently there is
lmething radically wrong with it, and as long as what is basiIly wrong or inappropriate to organised life or harmful to it
"

.
A
.

is not removed from it, we cannot establish a truly democratic
order either a t the national ä lane or the international. The
weakneks of modern democracy, particularly of the parliamentary variety, is its system of franchise. I may ask those who
might question this view of mine to lay their hands on their
hearts and say to themselves from their own ~ersonalexperiences whether the system of adult franchise anywhere, even in
England which- is the most advanced of democracies, gives to
its legislature and its government the type of political leaders
lehin ' or those who lay an even
whom the Qur'an style,
ieir interests of others, whether
stress on their interest
on the individual, national or ~nternationalplane ?
~e very iidea of any one seeking election or of aspiring to
,-"..A-":l.
of rcaruuaruility
or a place offering power or influence is repugnant to Islam. The Prophet is definite on the
point. Abu Musa, a companion of the Prophet narrates that
he once came to the Prophet with two of his cousins. One of
them requested the Prophet to send him out as Governor of
some province. The other cousin also made a similar request.
" By God " said the Prophet ; " We do not appoint to the post
of Governor any one who applies for it or who aspires for i t "
(Bukhari, Muslim and others). One must be called to an office
on the basis of one's known worth, upright character and
merit. How to devise a franchise system which shall
give to every country a t every stage of its administrative
machinery the upright type, the Salehin, that we need to
:...Iafter the affairs of human society, should engage the
A W K
serious thought of the thoughtful in every country. It is not
for mce to point out that the taint of self-interest is noticeable
everywhere both a t the individual and national level, so much
so that, neither has it been possible for the modern democracy
to evolve an order of life where the interests of vrhat are called
minorities are respected and upheld with the same zest as the
intere!sts of the majorities are advanced, nor has it been possible
to ass1ure for the smaller nationalities, or the less advanced, the
sense of security they need in the international sphere. How
to im]?rove thc situatictn and dlevelop tlle shepherd mincI, which
I havce been speaking of, both for every indiv:idual an,d every
nationL,SO that one ma:y be a kceeper unto every other, i.; a matter which should seriously engage the attention of every one at
this hour. It is for the United Nations Organisation to consider
arly

(

whether the approach which they have so far made to the problem of peace or of civilization does not call for a revision. The
defect, for what 1 may say, in their approach has lain in the fact
that each member nation has joined the organization with the
consciousness that it is an entity in itself, a world apart from
every other, a n d that it might, in self-interest, be well to avoid
conflict by meeting each other through their representatives,
and tolerating each other as long as it serves one's purposes.
The essential urge is not to forge lasting happy relations, but to
avoid or postpone the day of conflict.
Under such an arrangement, you may co-exist for a time ;
a Ion, as
but you will have to treat each other as a foreign nS*t'
something alien to each other. So long as this attitude persists, no matter how much money you may waste in placating
each other by lavish entertainment of each other's repreesntatives, you will simply be postponing the day of reckoning. The
stress in each case is on one's own self and not equally on
others as well. The peace that you achieve by such methods
will at best be a negative form of it.

If things are to improve, the U.N.O. will have to reorientate
their approach to the problem of peace. The one which they
have followed so far has not borne fruit. We are still in the
midst of tensions. In fact, they are multiplying rapidly. This
phase of mere make-belief will have to change. To persist in
such an attitude against the lessons of experience is, according
t o the Qur'an, to tempt the inexorable law of life which, while
it gives you respite to steady yourselves betimes, lets you meet
$he natural sequence to your persistence, the day of Ajal as it
calls it, the day of reckoning which inevitably overtakes you
unaware or comes to you when you least expect it. That is tke
law of life which applies to individual as well as corporate
activity.
So, the Qur'an warns inan to change betimes any attitude
that he may have developed of suspicion, distrust and ill-will
towards another and begin to behave as a brother to every
other. If real peace is to be established on earth and a new
civilization, truly human, is to take its rise, the U.N.O. should
seriously consider whether it was not high time to resolve at
least on one thing, viz. that its members should pledge themselves severally to reorientate their national policies and

programmes, not on tbe basis that they are nations alien to
each other, but as members of a single family, each functioning
as a shepherd or keeper unto every other, by pooling together
their individual national talents and the material resources of
their respective countries for the good o'f each other or for the
good of mankind as a whole. Such a procedure will shift their
stress from the avoidance of conflict to the positive enjoyment
of peace by every member of the human 'family - the family
of God, as the Prophet of Islam called it. That is the message
of the Qur'an to the world of today.
Friends ! I have done. I thank you all lor the kindly indulgence which you have shown me throughout the (:ourse oi my
lectures. May I express'to. you, Mr. Chairman, In y prof(~ u n d
gratitude for the gentle consideration which you h ave accorded
to me in the presentation of the views such as I have had to
advance on the important problems of life which I was c: ~lled
upon to discuss before you. May I also request yc3 U to C01nvey
... .
to the authorities of the University of Madras tny grahtude to
them for the opportunity they gave me to spend some happy
hours in the intellectual atmosphere of Madras where it was
my fortune to have received
Universitv education vears
ago. I thank you one and all once again.
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